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Hero Zero Bot With this Hero Zero Bot, you have the freedom to use all the bots you can afford. You get 0% commission on all
your earnings. You can fix price on the market and it's not limited by how many bots you have. Description: Here's all the Bot
features you need for Hero Zero Bot: • Unlimited Bot Choices: With this Hero Zero Bot script, you can have any number of

bots you want in your freehideout. The more bots, the higher your earnings are. • Unlimited Freehideouts: With this Hero Zero
Bot script, you can have as many freehideouts as you want. You will need to have enough coins to buy over the buying power of
what the script offers. • Modifications: You can modify the appearance of the head of your bots with this Hero Zero Bot script.
You can use any type of image you can find online. • Easy Installation: This Hero Zero Bot script includes some features that

allow you to get the most out of your bot experience with just a few clicks. • Web-Enabled Platform: This is a mobile app
disguised as a web application to ensure that your bot's are fully web-enabled. • Genuine API Support: All the downloads in this
product use genuine Hero Engine API so that you can monitor your bots' activities and check for any updates. • Easy to Manage:

Don't worry about your bots' activities because our Hero Engine platform provides you with everything you need to know for
proper management. With this Hero Zero Bot, you can monitor which bot is generating the most money, you can also adjust the
price as you want. • No Limits: There are no limits in the number of bots you can have. You can have any number of bot as you
want to. You can have up to 10 bots and you do not have to pay extra to have more bots. • Unlimited Bot Resets: You can reset
all the bots at once or individually as you want. You can always reset the bots if you don't like the bots' appearance anymore and

your new look is better. • Bot Request/Bots Bought/Bots Lost: This Hero Zero Bot script allows you to
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